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Pedagogical patterns propose to take advantage of the expertise in teaching and learning practices, in an organized manner that can be easily reused by educators. In this paper, we propose a pedagogical pattern targeted to teaching programming in higher level courses in Computer Science. This pattern is centered on the presentation and discussion of good and bad examples of code produced by the students, forming what was named respectively “Hall of Fame” and “Hall of Shame”. Throughout the text, we present a characterization of HoFS pattern, relating it to other pedagogical patterns described in the literature. We also report its application in teaching object oriented programming in a higher education institution. The results indicate a positive evaluation by students and reveal the pattern helps to encourage good programming practices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer programming teaching and learning processes are a recurring subject of research [Pears et al. 2007; Robins 2010]. It is consensus that programming brings several difficulties to beginning students and even for those who have some previous experience, as there remain challenges as improving skills and learning new paradigms [Jenkins 2002; Robins et al. 2003; Lahtinen et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2009]. Faculty also face some challenges in this context, which includes decision making that impact on the entire process [Denning 1989]. Some frequent issues in this context are, for example: ‘Which programming languages adopt to teach beginners?’ and ‘Which teaching and learning strategies are most effective?’

Looking for answers to this kind of questions, there are researchers that have dedicated to improve the understanding of cognitive processes involved in programming learning [Soloway and Spohrer 2013; Winslow 1996], while others investigate and propose ways to handle recurrent difficulties [Wilson and Shrock 2001; Caspersen and Kolling 2009]. To the latter, there are several authors that support an approach centered in “pedagogical patterns” [Sharp et al. 1996]. Pedagogical patterns were developed by a community interested in object oriented computer programming and gradually extended to a larger scope [Larson et al. 2008; Köppe 2015]. This approach suggests the capture of good teaching and learning practices of specific domains in a organized
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and compact way that can be easily reused. Therefore, its main objective is to promote dissemination of good practices.

Since the initial propose, in 1996, several pedagogical patterns were described, cataloged and published, with several intentions. Specifically to programming learning domain, there are varied patterns, for example: *Mistake* [Bergin 2000], which proposes that the students develop programs (or other artifacts) with errors; and *Show Programming*, which suggests exposure of real time programming to the students—instead of slides about programming [Schmolitzky 2007]. According to authors of area [Bergin et al. 2012], some patterns may sound trivial to experienced educators, but they show up as useful references to less experienced ones, as well as a way to expand teaching skills. The succinct format used to present patterns ease its sharing; in other hand, the absence of complementary data about the evaluation of certain patterns can evoke questions about its effectiveness.

In this work, we present a pedagogical pattern to programming teaching in a higher course of Computation. This pattern—called **HALL OF FAME & SHAME (HoFS)**—is concerned on exposure and discussion of good and bad programming examples produced by the students. Its main objective is motivate the students to improve their programming skills. In addition to describe the pattern in succinct way, in a format that facilitates reuse, we also present a experimental evaluation of its application in a higher educational institution.

The text is organized as following. In the Section (2) we do a short historical review of pedagogical patterns for programming teaching, pointing the most relevant references about the subject nowadays; in Section (3) we present HoFS pattern in a common format used by community of the area; in Section (4) we describe the application and evaluation of the pattern on a higher educational institution; Lastly, we present our final considerations about this work in Section (5).

2. PEDAGOGICAL PATTERNS IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TEACHING

Pedagogical patterns [Sharp et al. 1996] emerged from discussions in object oriented teaching context and its technologies. The inspiration comes from so-called design patterns [Gamma et al. 1993], which consist of well established solutions for recurring problems in object oriented context. The initial idea of pedagogical patterns is, therefore, use a similar approach to catalog reusable solutions for common problems found on teaching of aforementioned paradigm.

Gradually, the idea of pedagogical pattern was extended to a larger scope, capturing solutions to problems found in different situations rather object orientation. Researchers and educators started to propose patterns in conferences, as PLoP (Pattern Languages of Programs) and EuroPLoP (European Conference on Pattern Language of Programs) and then, in more traditional conferences about computation teaching, such as SIGCSE (ACM Technical Symposium on Computing Science Education) and ITICSE (ACM Conference on Innovation and Technology Science Education). The patterns were gathered in sites and, more recently, several of them were presented in books [Bergin et al. 2012; Mor et al. 2014].

An important aspect of pedagogical patterns is its format of description, which is always succinct and organized to ease reuse. Although the format is not strict, it usually includes the following sections: pattern name, objective/motivation, applicability, structure, consequences, implementation, resources needed, examples and related patterns [Sharp et al. 1996]. Some author present the description in less sections, keeping more basic informations only [Schmolitzky 2007]. We choose to present the HoFS pattern within fewer sections to keep its presentation less fragmented. To ease communication, we use the pronoun "you" as a direct reference to teacher in Section (3).

3. THE HALL OF FAME & SHAME PATTERN (HOFS)

The proposed patterns is described as follows, using a similar format of presentation of [Bergin 2000].

- **Name:** HALL OF FAME & SHAME

---

1. [http://www.pedagogicalpatterns.org](http://www.pedagogicalpatterns.org)
2. [http://educationalpatterns.org](http://educationalpatterns.org)
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Problem: Students that overcame initial obstacles of programming learning were pleased when they can solve new problems and their programs work. However, those students are not very critical with their codes, or think that they could not produce better solutions in the time remaining before the deadline. Often, their programs come from a trial and error approach, revealing bad programming practices that are repetitively used. Students receive advice about their good practices that not are correlated to problems that they should solve. Commonly, the feedback given to the students is a number (score), a comment, or a standard solution, which does not encourage the student to think about better solutions.

Context: You are teaching a new programming topic for students which have some experience with the language (typically, students of third period of Computation course). For example, a topic can be a new programming methodologies and techniques, a new paradigm or a new language. You need that the students produce some code to solve the problems. Your classroom has 20 to 40 individuals. You want to encourage them to learn and adopt good practices, using you programming expertise.

Solution: After the students delivered their solutions for some problem, do an code analysis looking for good and bad programming practices. Desirably, allow students to deliver partial solutions before deadline set out to make students more active and involved with the activity [Köppe et al. 2015]. After each partial delivery, choose code snippets to compile an exposition, separated in two “galleries”, as shown in Figure 1: Hall of Fame (good practices) and Hall of Shame (bad practices). In classroom, for each feature of solutions, present some code snippet and comment about it, asking for students to think and categorize the approach as “Fame” or “Shame”. You may use contrasting visual resources to identify both galleries. Note that, for the same program, it is possible to find out good and bad practices, which proposes that the gallery is not about good and bad programmers, but is about good and bad coding practices. You should also make the code snippets anonymous. Whenever is possible, repeat this pattern.

Discussion: This pattern provides feedback based in problems that the students dedicated themselves to solve. Instead of generic and abstract recommendations about good programming practices, the pattern gives real examples from the own group of students. With a clear and reinforced distinction between Fame and Shame, it is expected a stimulus of cognitive processes, resulting in adoption of good practices in following assignments—or at least encouraging critical thinking of students about their programs. It is not a objective of this pattern act as replacement to individual evaluation of programs (even in situations that it is not possible), but it is an option to promote quick and useful feedback to the group. The pattern has its own limitations: (i) it demands a considerably amount of time to compile, expose and comment the galleries, after each partial delivery and (ii) a homogeneity of experience of group tends to reduce diversity of implementations.

Resource requirements: The exposition of galleries requires a multimedia projector, as well as infrastructure to publish the material for use outside of classroom. Proposed problems should be specified to allow a freedom of solutions. It could be useful some assistance from a monitor to prepare galleries and perform its exhibition—ideally in a subsequent meeting after delivery. It is a good idea to keep a repository of code snippets of previous pattern application, which can be used if students solutions are much similar.

Examples: An example of application of HoFS is in teaching of procedural language C, after students know how to structure code in functions and procedures. At this point, it is common that the students have to implement a simple game or a text editor. The Shame gallery, then, will reveal code snippets with following problems: poor division of code into small subprograms, procedures that perform more or less instructions than the name suggests, procedures that access global variables instead of use parameters, bad code indentation, etc. In Fame gallery, there will be good code snippets, pointing to solutions that overcome bad solutions of Shame. Other example is teaching of functional programming with languages like Haskell and Lisp. Usually, it proposes to students to solve several kind of problems with lists, using recursive approaches and higher order functions. When students already known both alternatives, the Shame gallery could point, for example, code snippets that
use explicit recursion instead of higher order functions as map and filter (since higher order functions enable use of lambda expression in several modern languages [Pierce 2002]).

- **Related patterns**: Application of HoFS supposes that students should produce code to implement some software, even an incomplete one. So, patterns related to teaching-learning can be used [Schmolitzy 2007]. In addition, the HoFS pattern is centered on the idea that students can benefit themselves of frequent feedback to advance and improve their programming skills. In this way, it can be complemented with other pedagogical patterns that focus in *continuum feedback* [Larson et al. 2008].

**Fig. 1.** Sample slides from the “Fame” (a) and “Shame” (b) galleries. Note the use of contrasting visual elements.

4. **APPLICATION AND EVALUATION OF HOFS**

We applied the proposed pattern to fourth semester students of a course which attend to Object Oriented Programming (OOP), offer by Federal University of Santa Maria, Brazil, to students of third and subsequent semesters of undergraduate course in Computer Science. The first contact of students with OOP—usually with Java language—happens in this course. In the first application of HoFS, we perceive a good acceptance by students since: (i) students become involved during code exposition, paying more attention to teacher’s talks and (ii) some students were concerned about their code been shown (or not) into some gallery.

Given these observations, we put the pattern in practice on the last course offer, following previously established procedures and criteria, aiming to collect data about patterns’ impact on OOP learning. The remaining of this section refers to evaluation of application of HoFS.

We did not found any criteria or procedure to systematically evaluate pedagogical patterns in literature. Then, we decide to evaluate 2 aspects that, in our experience, are potential indicators about the efficiency (or not) of pattern. One of those is the students’ acceptance of approach, measured by a survey that has been answered in course ending. The second is students’ code production, which may contains good and/or bad programming practices, which was evaluated after each delivery. We understand that both aspects complement themselves. As an example of this complementation, a student can positively evaluate the experience, but the experience does not lead to any practical improvement in produced code.
4.1 Acceptance evaluation: methodology and results

To evaluate the acceptance of HoFS pattern, we prepare a 2 step survey, each one presented in form of items weighed in 5-point Likert scale, from -2 (totally disagree) to 2 (totally agree). The first step has 5 questions related to students’ general perception about the pattern, relating it with their previous learning experiences. The second step has 4 questions about format adopted in pattern, which comprises of interactive lectures using slides to expose code snippets, followed by on-line publication of a brief material for future reference (as presented in Section 3). Also, answers for second step of survey pointed some adjustments needed in pattern application.

The survey was anonymously answered by 15 students, in total of 22 students that attended the course until the end of semester. These students had practice and theoretical lectures, performed assignments and developed 2 individual projects with OOP. The HoFS patterns was applied in 3 times: (1) after delivery of first project, (2) in a partial delivery of second project (50% of requirements implemented) and (3) at deadline of second project. Students were evaluated by their performance to develop the software and by delivered report quality. The survey was applied at end of semester, after publication of scores.

We present the results of first step of survey in Figure (2). Note that one question of this part of survey has a negative proposition (“I did not liked to see my errors exposed, even anonymously”). In general, collected answers strengthen the initial hypothesis of good approach acceptance. Moreover, students perceived the originality of approach to disagree with “I already have lectures like this in other disciplines”.

We present the results of second step of survey in Figure (3). In this regard, we observed a general acceptance of format, but some items need more attention: (1) Fame and Shame comments presented before assignment deadline were seen as more useful than those presented after deadline; (2) several students answered “Partially agree” to item “The published material for use outside of classroom was sufficient”. The item (1) suggests that, when possible, the pattern should be applied while students are coding their solutions. The item (2) reveal a potential gap between effectiveness of galleries during and after lectures. The reasons of this can be investigated in new essays but, as a immediate alternative, we estimate that publication of videos about galleries’ presentation can overcome those gap.

![Fig. 2. Evaluation of general perception of pattern by students.](image-url)
4.2 Production evaluation: methodology and results

To evaluate the impact of HoFS pattern in quality of students' productions, we considered 2 OOP projects assigned to students. These projects were developed in 1 and 3 weeks, respectively, and were delivered to teacher in two opportunities, as stated in previous section.

The first project was a parking lot management software with a simulation of arrival and departure of vehicles. This project has no requirements about user interface, but emphasizes a object oriented implementation of domain in question. HoFS was applied after the deadline of this project.

The second project was about the development of a desktop graphical user interface, in Java, aiming to manage the records of fuel stations of a city with their respective pricing history. The project should use the MVC (Model-View-Controller) pattern and persist data in file or database. To this assignment, we applied HoFS pattern before and after project deadline.

For analysis of students' production, we consider all codes delivered by them on 3 previously mentioned moments, in a total of 17 and 20 projects delivered for the first and second assignments, respectively. For each Fame and Shame exposition, we choose an average of 15 code snippets to present and discuss, all of them about good and bad practices of several aspects of OOP. The students could access the galleries in course web-page.

The subject of two projects allows use of optional good OOP approaches (as example, Data Access Objects for data persistence). By other side, some practices related to basement of OOP should be present in all works. In this situation, the hypothesis was that HoFS pattern can stimulate the students to correct their bad practices between a assignment to other. Thus, among all good and bad practices identified in projects, we choose 3 bad practices that their occurrences were counted before of first HoFS (before deadline of first project) and after of last HoFS (after deadline of last project). These practices were (1) code duplication rather than polymorphism, (2) violation of principle of single responsibility on class implementation and (3) public visibility of instance's attributes.

In Table (I), we present identified occurrences, being that a student can be responsible by more than one occurrence. We also can note that occurrences of bad practices decreased, as expected. It is well known that the nature of teaching-learning is very complex and, for this, we can not say undoubtedly that reduction of bad practices was only due to HoFS application. Nevertheless, we interpret these results as evidence about effectiveness of pattern. More important than this is the advances presented by the students and stimulated by HoFS.
Table I. Occurrences of bad and good coding practices after and before HoFS application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bad practice</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code duplication</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single responsibility principle violations</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public visibility of instances attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. FINAL REMARKS

In this work, we characterized a pedagogical pattern focused in programming teaching. This pattern is related to others of continuous feedback emphasis, but it differs since it is based essentially on analysis and exhibition of code snippets that represents good and bad programming practices.

The pattern was applied in a higher education institution and, on its last application, we performed an evaluation based in students acceptance of pattern and into analysis of code produced by themselves. The results show to efficiency and originality of pattern. Aiming to ease the reproduction of pattern in other time, galleries were published on-line and are available in http://www-usr.inf.ufsm.br/~andrea/hofs-plop2016.

We know that, a single pedagogical pattern can not guarantee the success of teaching-learning process. However, pedagogical patterns are an useful resource to teachers that want to improve their practices, as more patterns were documented, applied and discussed. Thus, as future prospects related to this work, we expect that more teachers share original patterns and/or report their application experiences of pedagogical patterns in Computation.

Lastly, the main idea behind some pedagogical patterns are generic and useful in several knowledge areas. As an example, the core of HoFS pattern is the analysis of trade-offs related to decision making, which can be extended to any design process. As a future work, the code snippets repository of previous applications of HoFS might be published together to the fame and shame galleries, extending our original approach to a “system of patterns”.
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